
sudden infant. heads to go. 7" vinyl / digital single. raubbau raub-094 
 
available on bandcamp: 
https://raubbau.bandcamp.com/album/heads-to-go 
 
 
 
tracklist: 
01. head 
02. happiness to go 
 
special edition: black 7" vinyl with 8 page sudden infant newspaper and sticker. limited to 200 copies. incl. 
digital download-code. collages by joke lanz. layout and art concept by stefan alt. "head" & "happiness to 
go" taken from sudden infant's "lunatic asylum" album on fourth dimension records. 
www.fourthdimensionrecords.bigcartel.com 
 
release date: 21.04.2022 
 
 
 
sudden infant has a head. joke lanz and sudden infant once again return in their razor sharp trio setting 
whereby the absurdist nature that joke’s work is already cut with is reconfigured in a gnarled and beefy 
punk-fucked contorted rock setting. short bursts of angular flex are heavily propelled by depth-charge 
rhythms, wry lyrical musings on modern living, and sensibilities hatched from years of experience in the 
worlds of sound art, abstract music, industrialised dada junk-noise and related areas have manifested in 
the perfect follow up to 2018’s 'buddhist nihilism' album on harbinger sound. aided by christian weber on 
bass and alexandre babel on drums, joke lays on a battery of electronics, loops, field recordings and 
samples to complement mostly semi-spoken vocals that appear like they’ve been swept from the 
overflowing gutters of a shopping centre into a huge ball of malaise that can only be laughed at as world 
leaders look on perplexed. meanwhile, citizens of the developed world turn on each other for the stupidest 
of reasons or grow fatter with their descent into an ignorance nourished by half-baked cultural nuggets 
prepackaged and sold as great and awe-inspiring work. and everything has to be recorded, photographed 
and shared as brain cells are decimated by false ideals, propaganda, exaggerated lifestyles and a huge 
tub of popcorn swimming in indiscernible yellow gloop. happiness to go! 
text by fourth dimension records  
 
"as he quite often does, with “head” joke lanz yet again effortlessly and simplistically outlines the condition 
of our created world, a career spanning social commentary, unparalleled by few other artists" 
joshua murphy (urban spree/milk me)  
 
 
 
sudden infant. websites & discography: 
http://www.suddeninfant.com 
https://www.facebook.com/suddeninfant 
https://suddeninfant.bandcamp.com 
https://www.instagram.com/jokelanz 
https://www.youtube.com/user/suddenjoke/videos 
https://www.discogs.com/artist/75331-sudden-infant 
 
raubbau. websites: 
www.raubbau.org 
www.facebook.com/raubbau.label 
www.raubbau.bandcamp.com 
 
 
distribution:  
ant-zen. audio & visual arts. www.ant-zen.com · www.facebook.com/antzen.official 
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